
Celebrate the Chinese Year of the Tiger with Fortune Tiger HyperWays™ as the golden tiger (Scatter) brings 
you good luck and guides you throughout your Free Spins Bonus Game.  

Fortune Tiger HyperWays™ is a high-volatility, cascading 5x4-reel slot game that offers players the chance to 
win up to 15,000x their bet, and up to 60,466,176 ways to win via the HyperWays™ mechanic. Each spin 
awards a different-ways-to-win combination depending on the total symbol multipliers (up to x9) that land 
on each symbol. Wins are attained by landing identical symbols on three or more consecutive reels, counted 
from left to right, and landing multiple symbols on that reel multiplies that win. Simultaneous wins on 
different win-ways are summed up.  

During the base game, the WILD symbol substitutes for all symbols except scatters and landing five Scatters 
triggers EIGHT FREE SPINS. A TIGER’S BOOST FEATURE appears randomly in the base game and each one 
will display a random symbol multiplier corresponding to each of the reels left to right. During FREE SPINS, a 
Tiger’s Boost feature is present on every spin. Landing Scatters increases the Tiger's Boost by +1 up to 5 
during each spin. The TIGER'S PAW will give you an added push when you land four Scatters that will award a 
respin of the remaining reel to award the missing Scatter. 

Last but not least, Fortune Tiger HyperWays™ offers you a BUY BONUS that you can use to buy free spins. 

The Silver Tiger (Wild) is hiding but ready to appear and bring you good fortune and great wins. 
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WILD SCATTER



HYPERWAYS™

HyperWays™ is GameArt’s revolutionary game mechanic 
whereby each symbol can land with up to a 9x Symbol 
Multiplier, giving a maximum potential of 60,466,176 
HyperWays™ to win. 

FREE SPINS

Landing 5 Scatters in the base game triggers 8 Free Spins. 
The Tiger's Boost feature is present on every spin. 

TIGER'S BOOST 

A Tiger's Boost appears randomly in the base game. Each 
Tiger's Boost displays a random symbol multiplier 
corresponding to each of the reels left to right. 

If a player lands a Scatter to the corresponding symbol 
multiplier, that number is added to each symbol multiplier 
up to a maximum of x9. 

During Free Spins the Tiger's Boost is present on every 
spin. Landing Scatters increases the Tiger's Boost by +1 up 
to 5 during each spin. The Tiger's Boost is reset each spin. 

TIGER'S PAW 

Landing 4 Scatters awards a respin of the remaining reel 
to award the missing Scatter. 

SCATTERS
Landing 5 Scatters triggers 8 Free Spins. 

WILDS

Substitute for all symbols except Scatters.

RETRIGGER FEATURES

It is not possible for any feature, excluding the Tiger's Paw 
feature, to trigger another feature.

BUY BONUS FEATURE 

Fortune Tiger HyperWays™ offers players a buy bonus 
that they can use to buy free spins. The buy bonus button 
takes the form of a gold coin with the GA logo, located to 
the left of the reels. The cost of the bonus is 100x the bet.  
Press the Buy Bonus Button to activate the feature. 
Clicking the confirm button deducts the displayed cost 
from the cash balance and triggers the selected feature. 

Game features
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INFORMATION
Game ID EU (Stage and Production)
Game Resolution
Hit Frequency (60,466,176 HyperWays)
Channels
Std. deviation
Volatility

WIN
Average win
Maximum win/bet in base game
Maximum win/bet

RTP

322
16:9
24.55%
Mobile and desktop
21.60
High

3.91
15,000
15,000
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Default RTP                      96.30%


